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SUMMARY

The work presented in this thesis involves an analysis of thin bodies moving

in extreme ground effect; that is, in close proximity to a plane ground surface.

In chapter 1, a brief introduction to the study of extreme ground effect is

given and the purpose and scope of this thesis presented-

In chapter 2, some applications of the one dimensional gap flow problem. are

discussed. In particular, the aerodynamics of the read-write heads on computers

are investigated for both hard discs and elastic discs. Some suggestions for other

applications are made.

In chapter 3, the extreme ground effect problem for a thin body of general

pla¡form is detailed. The partial differential equation governing the two dimen-

siolal flow in the gap and the associated leading edge and trailing edge bounclary

conclitions are derived in the limit as the clearance tends to zero, using the method

of matched asyrnptotic expansions.

A boundary integral equation method to solve the resulting equations is de-

veloped in chapter 4 for the special case when the clearance between the body

and the ground is constant in y and exponential in r. This nrethod incorporates

alalytical and numerical techniques in approximating the integral equation ì:y a

matrix ecluation.

In chapter 5, the location of the transition point between the leading edge

and the trailing edge is investigated for two special cases. Firstly, some theory is

developed to determine the location of the transition point for thin bodies rvith

Iow aspect ratio, and is illustrated using elliptical }:odies. Secondly, the transition

point loc¿.r,tion is studied fbr ltodies with plzrnforrns which are lìe¿ìr'-recta,ngles. This

rcsults in a, conclusion being ma,de fbr lectangulzrr bodi<:s.
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In chapter 6, the theory and integral equation method are applied to problems

in which the transition points between the leading edge and the trailing edge are

fixed. skirts (as used in some raciDg cars) are incorporated, and comparisons are

made for bodies with and without skirts. An inverse solution is developed and

used as a comparison for the program'

some concluding remarks and also some suggestions for further research in

this area are mad.e in chaPter 7.
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CHAPTER 1-

INTRODUCTION

In this thesis, we examine the flow around bodies which are in close prox-

imity to a plane ground surface. Consider, for example, steady air flolv a¡ound

a body of revolution aligned lvith a free stream. Away from any ground plane,

the flow a¡ound such a body is symmetrical and free of lateral forces. The air

flows smoothly around all sides of the body and,.at the rear of the body, the florvs

converge and realign. Horvever, rvh.en this body is brought near a ground plane,

the air flow is distorted due to the presence of the ground plane and the florv is

no longer symmetrical. This phenomenon is knorvn as Sround effect and it is of

practical importance in many contexts, whether or not the body is axisymmetric'

One of the earliest studies of ground effect, by Pistolesi (1937), required

that the clearance betlveeu the body and the ground be iarge compared to ali

length scales of the body. Essentially, this meant that all effects of the ground

plane were perturbations to the infinite flow field.

Later studies have investigated the problem in 'which the gap clearance

is comparable to some body dimensiorr a¡rd the effects of the ground are O(1)

perturbations to the infiniie fluid. For example, Bagley (1961) and Tuck and

Newman (1974) considered. the sieady ground effect problem of a thin aìrfoil for

which the clea¡ance betpeen the body and the ground lvas compa¡able to the

chord.
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When the clearance is small compared to the length of the body, the prob-

lem is known as a srnall-gap problem. Some authors have investigated this problem

for thin bodies when the thickness/cirord latio and angle of attack are small com-

pared to the clearance/chord ratio. This leads to a linear theory in which the

florv departs little from the uniform stream everywhere. One such study was by

Widnall and Barrows (1970), who provided a complete asymptotic solution for the

steady fl.ow case.

When the thickness/chord ratio and the angle of attack are small but of

the same order as the gap clearance/chord ratio, the flow in the gap between

the body and the ground is no longer a perturbation of tire uniform stream. This

nonlinear srnal,l-gap problem has been studied by Strand, Royce and Fujita (1962),

Newman (1982) and Tuck (1980), (1981) and (1983) amongst others. One of the

main features of ground effect is that it enhances lift, and so this work has relevance

to several applications in aerodynamics.

Since the early days of aviation, interest in ground effect aerodynamics has

r-esulted in the design of experimental vehicles u'hich fly at low altitucles. These

vehicles would thus tal<e advantage of the increased lift and reduced drag that

occur when a veiricle is flying in grouncl effect. These benefits would allow the

vehicles to fly longer distances lr.ore economically than when out of ground effect,

and, as they would be capabie of flying over water, land and ice, they could be used

in a valir:ty of roles. Depending on the size of the vehicles, they could be used

as search-iurd-rescue craft or to transpolt cargo long distances (Ollila (1980)).
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Although we shall concentrate on flight over a ground p1ane, theory for flight over

water has been developed by T\rck (1934) and Grundy (1986).

The enhancement of negative lift or down force, due to the presence of

a ground plane, for a wing at negative angle of attack has applications to very

streamlined, low to the ground vehicles. In particular, extreme ground effect

contributes significantly to the aerodynamics of racing cars (\Mise (1979)). Most

racing cars can be considered as upside down wings and, therefore, cause little dis-

turbance to the flow above the vehicle. Consequently to study the aerodynamics

of these vehicles, it is important to investigate the flow under the vehicle.

A vast amount of research has been done on the airflow over road vehi-

cles, to the extent that most current production cars have a lower drag coefficient

than their predecessors (Holt (1982)). It is apparent, however, that an explana-

tion of ground effect would contribute signifi.cantly to the understanding of vehicle

aerodynamics (Sovran et al (1978)) and enal¡ie the drag coefficient to be furth.er

reduced. Some automobile designers are now investigating the reiationship be-

tween the underbody shape and drag as the next area of refi.nement for improving

the drag coefficient and perforrnance. For example, research performed by Volk-

srvagenwerlc AG on the Auto 2000 showed thai by sealing the underbody of the

car, the drag coefficient was lowered frorn 0.25 to 0.22. Although the addition of a

sealed underbody rnay not always be practical, it cloes illustrate the contribution

of the under-vehicle flow to the aelodynarnics of the vehicle as a whole.

The thrce dimensional florv ¿r'ound a bluff body is extrernely cornplcx and,
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therefore, some models use a two dimensional flow to represent the flow field.

Tuck (1971) provided solutions for two dimensional flows using both smaJl-gup

asymptotic expansions and direct nurrrerical cornputation, with close agreement

between the two. The work presented in this thesis is for thin three dimensional

bodies and, therefore, more directiy applicable to racing cars-

Anotirer area of relevance to extreme ground effect is the aerodynamics of

read-write heads on computers. These heads are required to fly lvith minimal

clearance above the disc and so most research in this area, by such authors as

Adams (1980), Kogure et al (1983) and Shepherd (1986), uses lubrication theory

to solve florv problems. For high Reynolds numbers, Tuck and Bentwich (1983)

found that the solutions to this small-gap problem were those predicted by an

inviscid small-gap theory. It may, therefore, be possible to explain some air-

lubrication phenomena without invoking viscous effects (T\rck (1980)).

Ground effect theory also has biological applications. The first prosthetic

heart valves rvere of the "ball in a cage" type, mainly because of theil mechanical

simplicity. More recentl¡', valve designs have involved hingecl, rigid, cambered

Ieaflets (Scotten et al (1980)). Such a leaflet is recluired, rvhen fuily open, to

provide minirrrum obstruction to forward flow and when the flow is reversed, it

rnust close rapidly to block off the flow. In two dimensions, the leaflet can be

replesented by zu thin ¿rirfoil, which, because of its proxirnity to one arterial wall

wlren fully open, is in glouncl e{lect (Tuck (1982a)). Therefbrc, the design features

of le:rflei v¿rlves rnay be investigatecl using grouucl efrect theory.
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One final suggestion as an application for ground effect theory is the dy-

namics of skimboards or surf skimmers. These skimboards are flat, circular discs

measuring about a metre in diameter and are used in very shallow water. The

rider jumps on to the board and can travel for quite long distances (5-10 metres)

at speeds of 2-3 metres per second (Edge (1968)). In order to achieve this, the

d.ynamics of the flow below the board rrust be such as to produce high lift at low

drag, and these are the properties of extreme ground effect'

The aim of this thesis is to develop a method for solving the flow around a

th.in body of general planform moving in extreme ground effect

As an introduction to some of the mathematics involved in extreme ground

effect problems, we present three examples in chapter two. In each of these prob-

lems, the flow around the thin body is assumed to J:e two dimensional everywhere

and, therefore, the analysis is applicable to thin bodies of high aspect (span/chord)

ratio. In the small gap below the bocly, there is little vertical flow variation and so

the global two dimensional flow is approximated by a local one dimensional flow.

To solve such problems, we need onÌy determine the one dimensional gap flow, as

the flow eisewhere remains virtually undisturbed by the presence of the thin body.

In chapter three, we consider three dirnensional flow around a thin body in

extreme ground effect. Once again, we need only solve the gap flow proìtlern, in

which the global three climensional flow is approximated by a local two dimensional

flow. Using the mcbhod of matched asymptotic expansions (Van Dylie (tS0+)), we

Ð



obtain the partial differential equation governing this two dimensional flow in the

gap ancl the associated boundary conditions

In the fourth chapter, we present a boundary integral equation method for

solving these equations in the special case when the clearance between the body

and the ground is constant in y and exponential in u. This method incorporates

a combination of numerical and analytical techniques in approximating the in-

tegral equation describing variation of velocity potential along the edge contour

by a matrix equation. The velocity potential and its normal derivative are then

determined from the matrix equation using an iterative scheme.

The program developed in chapter four is then used to investigate different

aspects of ground effect theory. In chapter five, the location of the transition point

betr,veen the leading edge and the trailing edge is examined for two special cases;

namely, for planforms lvith lorv aspect ratio and for planforms which are nearly

rectangular in shape. In chapter six, s'e consider the flolv around rectangular

planforms with fixed transition points. We also investigate, for rectangular bodies,

the effect that skirts (that is, fixed lateral flow barriers) have on the lift. The results

presented illustrate the properties of extreme ground effect and, where possible,

aïe supported by exact or previously published solutions.
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CHAPTER 2

APPLICATIONS OF THE ONE DIMENSIONAL

GAP FLOW PROBLEM

\Me present here three models covering various aspects of ground effect. In

each example, the body is thin and the flow everywhere is assumed to be two

d.imensional. As discussed in the introduction, the presence of the thin body

causes little disturbance almost everylvhere to the uniform stream, and we need

only solve for the flow where this is not true; that is, in the gap below the body.

2.1, Flat Plate over an Elastic Surface

Stretch-surface recording is a relatively new technique of computer disc

recording using a rigid plastic disc with raised edges. A flexible membrane is

strêtched across and slightly above both surfaces of the disc. The disc head flies

above the surface and air pressure causes the membrane to dimple beneath the

head leaving a non-uniforrn gap. This deformation has the advantage of keeping

the surface reiativeiy free of debris as the continually moving dimpled area restores

itself rapidly, flinging off any debris.

We can rnodel this situation using the follorving simplifications. Firstly, we

choose a frame of reference in which the disc heacl, helcl above the clisc., is fixecl

in space relative to the disc surface. Then we assume steady, two dimensional,

irrotational flow of ¿r.n incompressil¡le fluicl (air') around the disc hcacl. The hcad

can cssentially be thought of as a llat plate riding at an angle of attack and its

n
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presence causes the disc surface to undergo deformation. The flow geometry for

this model is illustrated in figure 2'1'

The surface of the disc is described by y : n@) and has an associated

flexibility parameter ? measuring the tension in the membrane. The plate is fixed

between n : 0 and ø : -t and its height, above the undisplaced disc surface,

is defined by åo : ho(x), 0 ( z ( l. The plate must be close to the surface

and, therefore, å¡ : O(e) where e is a small parameter. Our aim is to determine

the unknown shape of the deformed disc surface and to investigate the associated

pressure and velocity profiles.

lVe denote the velocity in the gap betrveen the disc head and the disc surface

by u : u(r) and elsewhere, the velocit¡' is the uniform stream velocity [/. The

one dimensional character of the flow in the gap region demands that the velocity

flux be constant through the gap. Thai is, the gap florv must satisfy the one

dimensional continuity ecluation :

#("o'[no(') -'1.;)]) : o (2.1)

If. p(r) denotes the excess of pressure over the free stream value, then from

Bernoulli's equation

p(*) : pu2 -f,e4-\', (2.2)

where p is the density of air. There is a walie emanating from the trailing edge

and the pressure is required to be continuous across this wake. For our problem,

it is sufrcient to note that continuity of pressure defines the Kutta condition at

I
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Figure 2.1 Slcetch of flow geometry for the situation of a flat plate at an angle of
attack flying above an elastic surface.
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the trailing edge. By applying this condition to equation (2.1), we can rewrite the

continuity equation as

u(x)lhs(t) -,t@)] : Uho(L). (2.3)

The presence of the plate above the disc surface causes the surface to be displaced

as described by the membrane-tension equation (Batchelor p. 6a (1970)):

p(,) : rftn@)- (2.4)

From equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4),1ve can derive the following second

order non-linear differential equation in 4(ø):

¿z , \ pt|2

-\læ): ãat' ¿t I'
(2.5)

q(o) :0, n(L): o;

that is, the displacement of the surface is confined to that section of the disc

directly below the plate.

If we malie a substitution of the form

\Me seek a solution to this equation subject to the boundary conditions

H("): /¿o(u) - q(x),

then, as lzs(r) is a linear function in ø, equation (2.5) reduces to

(2.6)

(2.7)

#uo,:#1ffi-1] ,

10
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with the associated boundary conditions

¡/(0) : äo(0), H(L) : ho(L). (2.e)

After integrating once with respect to æ, this equation becomes

#rr.r:r[n- (',', .ffi)]' , (2 10)

in whiclr ,If is a constant of integration and \ : I(pU'lT)tr. By separating the

variables in this differential equation, we carl rewrite it as an integral equation,

relating the displacement of the disc surface below the disc head to the relative

position aloug the head:

[""'(,, - H - H2(L)fl-') 
-t or: À(r - L). (2.11)

Jar¿l \ /
We will now solve this etlipiic integral equation using numerical integration.

We divide the region under the body [0,.õ] into -ly' uniform subintervals

(*¡-t, ø¡) where ro : 0 and z¡y : -L and denote the unknown displacement under

the head by

H("): H(x¡) - Hi (2'72)

Using this notation, equation (2.11) can be written as

Ë /"'-' ( r, - H - H.(L)H-L)-tnr : )(z¿ - L), i:0,...,¡y'. (2.13)

fiJn¡ \ /

\Me can determine all the unknown clea,ra,nc.es H¡ frorn this equatiol.

Firstly, we deterrnine If¡v-r by applying a,n iterative scheme to

rLIn-t
I e@) ttt-t : À(*ru-, - L),

J I'I n¡

11
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in which F(H): (ff - H - H2(L)H-1)-å. \Mhen the plate is situated with

positive angle of attack, ) takes the negative sign and we estimate the value of

flry-r to be gz: Hx +2Lg, where Ag is less than the accuracy required. \Me

then evaluate

,, : 
I**F(H) 

dH (2.15)

using Simpson's rule; that is,

It L,g

3
r(¡r¡u) +aPkt)+F(gz)

)
(2.i6)

If 11 < À("w-r - L), the estimation of I/iv-r is incleased to ga - Hx *4Ag and

we compute

Iz:hl F(H) dH. (2.17)

This process is repeated until we find n for which I,, is closest to )(ø¡y -t - L).

Thus, the clearance flrv-r is given by Íl¡v-r : g2n. In the same ïvay, the other

clearances H¡ can be computed. We note that for negative angle of attack, the

same method is used but with ) taking the positive sign and the f/¡'s decreasing

as j decreases.

As an example, rve considel a flat plate held above the disc surface with

positive angle of attack and trailing edge clearance of 0.1 cm. The horizontal

length is chosen to be 1 cm and the ur:iform strearn is 10 cm/sec. If we assume

that the air has density 1.29 x 10-3 g/crn3 (Batchelor (1970)), then for any given

T and,lf , we c¿r,n determine the leacling eclge clearance and bhe clisplacement of the

disc surface. If I( talces the v¿rlue 2 and. the flexibility pararneter ? is chosen t<-¡ l¡e

I2



10 gf sec-z, then the leading edge clearance is found to be 0.25 cm and the surface

displacement 17 is almost symmetrical. These results are illustrated in figure 2.2.

After we have solved for q(ø) and h¡(c), ïye can use equations (2.3) and (2.2)

to find the gap velocity u(r) and the gap pressure p(u ). Figure2.3 contains graphs

of both u(ø) and p(r) plotted against z. As the surface displacement produced in

this example is ver-y small, the results are very close to those for the same plate

over a rigid surface. These graphs are as expected, with the minimum pressure and

maximum velocity being located at the trailing edge, and the maximum pressure

and minimum velocity at the leading edge.

Figures 2.4 and 2.5 illustrate the relationship between the various parame-

ters involvecl when a plate is helcl above an elastic surface in a stream of moving

air. \Me denote the ratio between the leading edge clearance and the trailing edge

clearance by p and determine how this varies with À for a fixed value of. K. In any

given stream of air, p and U are constant and À changes at a rate inversely propor-

tiorral b Tt/2. Hence, the horizontal axis can also be thought of as representing

T.

One feature appaîent in figures 2.4 and 2.5 is that each plot has both an

upper bound and a lorver bound. \Me can readil¡' predict these limiting values by

frnding the zeros of equation (2.10). These graphs may be used to determine in

which way the pararneters should be changed in order to satisfy different aims. For

example, if we require greater surface deformation for a given angle of attaclc, we

can r.educe the value of I( , enabling us to use a smaller v¿rlue of 7. As prcviously

13
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Figure 2.2 The top graph represents the height h,o of. the plate above the undis-
placed surface lJ : 0. The lower graph is a plot of the displaced disc surface ri(c)
against r.
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example.
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mentioned, this would be beneficial as the moving surface would fling off any

debris

2.2 Conventional and Aerodynamically-retarded Head Crashes

In the previous section, rve examined the problem of a read-write head

held above an elastic disc surface. lVe rvill now consider disc heads which read

and write information on hard discs, and investigate rvhat happens lvhen they

crash. When the discs are at rest, the heads are in contact lviih the surface and

as the disc moves, the lubrication pressure causes them to rise above the disc.

They are constructed in an inverted U-shape (see figure 2.6) with the ends of the

U containing the magnetic elements, and designed to be very close to the disc

surface. The bridge of the U is much further from the disc and, therefore, not

usually consiclered rvhen examining the aerodynamics of the head. The faster the

disc moves, the greater the lubrication forces arrd hence the greater the clearance.

Since the success of reading and writing information depends on the head being

very close to the disc surface, some method of counteracting this imovement is

required.

Tuck (1985) showecl that by using a suitably designed head, the aerody-

namics of the rvhole disc head could provicle such a method. He considered the

head in two separate portions - the ends or Reynolds portion subject to viscous

forces proportional to speed, and the bridge or Bernoulli portion subject to inertial

forces proportional to speed squared. The first of these forces must be positive

16
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Figure 2.6 Sketch of computer disc head showing Reynolds portion and Bernoulli
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to provide the lubricaiion between the head and the disc, and the second, which

could be of either sign, was chosen by Tuck to be negative. This means that the

bridge is, in effect, a negative-lift wing in extreme ground effect.

When the disc is started up from rest, the Bernoulli forces are negligible.

If the Reynolds portion has a positive angle of attack, the head will rise under

positive Reynolds forces. This increases the Reynolds clearance, resulting in a

reduction in the Reynolds forces, since these are proportional to the inverse cube

of clearance. The proportional increase in the Bernoulli clea¡ance will be much

smaller and as the disc speed increases, the Bernoulli forces will become more

significant. Since the Bernoulli portion of the head has a negative lift coefficient,

its contribution to the net force will be a dorvnward force. Thus, as the disc speed

increases, the Bernoulli portion of the head keeps the disc head close to the disc

surface.

In formulating the problem mathematically, Tuck balanced the forces acting

on the head to obtain the simplified equation

,r*u¡r(ú) : -F +CnU(t)H(r)-' - CBU(I),,' (2.1s)

where fI(t) is the Reynolds clearance, luI is the mass of the head, I/(t) is the speed

of the disc and C¿ and C s ale the coeffi.cients for the Reynolds and Bernoulli forces

respectively. The term F denotes the force of the spring which holds the head in

position. If the trvo portions of the head are flat plates at small a,ngles of attack

e¿ and -as, then

Cn: p,a¡¿w¡.Lsa (2.19)

20



and

1
(2.20)Cø paBwpL2" f hp,

2

in which ¡l is the air viscosity, p is the air density, t¿ and -t denote widths and

lengths of the respective portions and h.6 is the Bernouili clearance.

When the system crashes, the disc slows clown and the head is dropped

onto tire disc. If we assume that the disc velocity U changes slowlg then the

solution to equation (2.18) will be a srnall amplitude oscillation about a slowly

varying mean. This slowly varying part is found by assuming that, for all time,

the forces are balanced. The period of oscillation is obtained by linearizing about

the local height and velocity values. \Me can sho'rv that the solution is of this form

by expressing fI as a power series in a small parameter e; that is,

H: Ho -lf/r * Hz*..., (2.21)

in which the subscript indicates the power of e. This series form is substituted

into equation (2.18), and then, after equating powers of e, we find that

CnU
F + CøUZ

(2.22)

and

Ht : Acos(ut l0), (2.23)

in wlriclli2 : (3CRU)l(MHt) and d is the unknown phase. The exponentially-

clecaying velocity is described by

U(t) : exp(-eú). (2.24)
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As an example, we will solve this problem for a head weighing 10g. To

determine the order of magnitude of the trvo force coefficients, we assume that the

air has density 1.29 x 10-3 g/cm3 and viscosity 7.7 x 70-a gf crn sec (Batchelor

(1970)). Suitable values for Cn arrd Cø are then 10-6 g cm3/sec and 10-a 8/ctrt

respectively. Of interest is the ratio 7 bet'rveen the Bernoulli coefficient C3 and

the spring force -F.

Figures 2.7, 2.8 and 2.9 show how the height of the head varies with time

for different values of the ratio 7 and e. \\'e can see that as e increases, the time

taken to crash decreases. The important feature shown in these figures is that

when the aerodynamic force exceeds the spring force, the head initially rises as

the velocity U decreases. It may then be possible to design a read-write head to

ta^lie advantage of this increase in clearance to provide safer crashes.

2.3 Falling Flat Plate with Degree of Angular Fbeedorn

Tuck (1980) derived a nonlinear, unsteady, one dimensional theory for the

gap flow induced by a body moving in extreme ground effect. The'flo* is irro-

tational except for the vortex sheet representing the wake and as an illustration

of the unsteady theory, he solved the problem of a flat plate falling torva¡ds the

ground under its orvn weight without rotation (that is, remaining parallel to the

ground), while moving forward at uniform speed.

In this section, we shall use this theory to solve a more general dynamical

problem, namely for a flat plate at an angle of attack a(f) with lower surface
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Figure 2.7 Plots of the height of the heacl against time. The top graph is for e
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l-@,f) as illustrated in figure 2.10. This theory could be applied to problems

such as computer disc heads flying above ha¡d discs, the stacking of glass plates

(Yih, 7974), or planes crashing from a lorv altitude.

'We shall define the geometry of the problem in the following way. The

leading edge or bow is at r: r¡, and ihe trailing edge or stern is at r: ør. The

plate is of length 2l : rL - rT and is everywhere close to a plane boundary at

U :0. Our task is to solve Laplace's ecluation

U *14:o e.25)0x2 0y'

subject to appropriate boundary conditions. The first of these boundary conditions

is that at infinity, the fluid must return to a state of rest; that is,

þ,Yþ --+ 0 as r,A "-+ æ. (2.26)

The wall or ground plane at a - 0 is impermeable and, consequentl¡ the second

condition is that there is no florv normal to this wall:

a

fr0{r,0,¿) 
:0. (2.27)

The third condition, which applies on the moving body surface, requires that

0x
otI f (2.28)

The final condition results from applying the l(utta condition. The trailing

edge c - tT is assumed to shed vortices which remain behind the body in a vortex

sheet, with equation

v - ¡w(x,t),

r-aó araó
0y 0x

+
af
At
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Figure 2.10 Sketch of flow situation and coordinate system for a thin body moving
in extreme ground effect above the ground.
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the functi ol fw being unknown. The kinemrlii" bonttdary condition across the

surface is given by equatiot (2.28) with / : fw and the dynamic condition is

that the pressure must be continuous across ihe sheet. From Bernoulli's ecluation,

p(r,y,t), the excess of pressure over the value at infinity, is given by

/ aa r t aót' r taó1'?\ 
(2.80)p:-p [" * tl*] *zlø) 

)

everywhere in the fluid. Thus the dynamic condition on the wake is

p(*, fw + o, t) : p(x, f" - o,t). (2.31)

Equation (2.31) holds in the u'ake for x > x7(t) and also holds at the trailing edge

,r(t), where it defines the l(utta condition.

Tuck found that the velocity potential / for this one dimensional, unsteady

problem is given by

ö(*,t): q(t)A(t,t) * B(æ,t) (2.32)

rvhere q(t) is the, as yet unknorvn, net flux through the gap at the stern,

f'd€A(x,t): | 1_-
r x ¡(t) r '(€' ¿)

(2.33)

(2.34)

and

B(æ,t) : |,",ur"fu lr"u' ftr- {e.,Ð.€..

In the gap and the walie, Bernoulli's equation (2.30) simplifies to

p:-p(#.;l#)'),
28
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"" H: O(e). Outside the gap and the wake, the velocity potential / is O(e) and

therefore the pressure p : Q(.). Hence, for continuity of p across the wake, we

require that

aö . 7 laó12
*+;l*) -0, n2ry(t). (2.36)

When we substitute the velocity potential (2.32) into this l(utta condition, rve

obtain the nonlinear, first-order ordinary differential equation defined at ø - ri.

(2.37)

\Me now assume that the lorver surface of the body is of the form

f-@,f) : y6(t) - o(t) (r iUt), (2.38)

thereby aliowing a degree of angular freedom, ancl that there is uniform horizontal

translation to the ieft at speed U; lhat is c¿(ú) - -l -Ut, rr(t) - I - Uú, with

U constant. From equation (2.33), we frncl A(æ,t) to be given by

A(x,t): -å to, Uo-a(r+Ut) (2.3e)
UoIal

and frorn equation (2.34), that B(r,ú) is of the form

A@,Ð# + øfrdç*,t¡ B(r,t) * ufu: o.
d

J--'dt

B(x,t) :I.(r+ ¿ + utl - Alu, -oll) (úo - ou)

+ # (i^frt - *'t'l - t^t"+ 
/ + ut)l2uo + a(r+ u¿ - ¿)l),

(2.40)

in which A : A(r,t), o - o(t), yo : y6(ú) and ' r'efers to differentiating with

respect to t. We càn express B(r, ú) more conciscly as

B(x,t): Bi,o1o - .'U) * Baa, (2.4r)
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where B¿o denotes the coefficient of the ys term:

Bi,o :|{t" * t + utl - Aluo- o/l) (2.42)

and Ba denotes the coefficient of the ä term

1/Bo:4", IzalvS - o'I'f - [" + t + ut]l2vo + o(* + Ut - t)) (2.43)

Therefore, the velocity potential (2.32) becornes

ó : q(t)A * B¡,,(yo - "U) * Baa. (2.44)

This form for the velocity potential þ can be substituted into equation

(2.35) to get the following equation for the pressure:

Aq + Aq + (yo - aU)B¡, + (úo - aU)B¡" * äBa (2.46)

o: -r(
: -e(

AA

A.
À,t+ Aq+ È *;(, AB

-^
Or

+
2

)

/aA
(n* *+ *aa ¡f, AB

0r )

,

where " refers to differentiating twice rvith respect to f, Ais 0Al0t, Bito denotes

the time derivative of the B¿o term and B¿ denotes the tine derivative of the B¿

term. We find that these three time derivatives are given by

.(!1A- - -A+ -at (f+#) -å( ys - a(r *Ut -aU
yo-a(x+Ut) (2.46)

Èro : -îuo"- å l,r;. - ta)Ar (yo - at)A - uf

30
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and

Ba
1

a'
A(aoùo - aal2) -f @3 - azt\Ã1

2

- lf, + ut +4 [¿(' + ut - t) + 2yo + .,u]

-llrr, + o(,+ u¿ - /)l) _2!n*
a

(2.4s)

(2.4e)

(2.50)

of equa-

*r(t).

Similarly, the terms # *d # *" given by

AA 1

0r uo - a(x + Ut)

and

aB_ z(uo - Urr)(l - x: - Ut) + alz + a(r * Ut)2

ðr, 2lyo - a(r + Ut)l

At the stern, the pressure residue rnust vanish and so the right hand side

tion (2.45) must also vanish, giving the required Kutta condition at r :

Using our pressure equation (2.45), we can determine the net upwerd force

by balancing the forces acting on the body; that is,

I p dr - m(üo l- s), (2.51)

in which nr¿ represents the mass of the plate and g represents gravity. In the same

way, the moment equation is found to be

I np dx - Iä, (2.52)

where ,I is the moment of inertia of the platets rnass

If we assume for now that 11, !/6 and a are linown, then equations (2,45),

(2.51) and (2.52) can be consideled as a set of couplcd equations in ,t, üo and ö
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and can be written in matrix form as

where
A

[ ,l,ax

I rAdx

C

cy: h,

Bi'o

i + I B¡od,x

I rB¡odæ

Ba

J B6d'æ

[ æBadæ - |

(2.53)

(2.54)

(2.55)

(2.56)

and

in which

h:

P(*)

I P(x)r]n - T
I xP(x)dæ

1
P(ø) : -Àq + B¡oau - Ènùo I aUB¡o - Bao (qA" + B,)'. (2.57)

2

\Me can solve this system of equations for the unknowns {, frs and ri and

the resulting formulae represent a frfth-order system of differential equations for

our fundamental unknowns g, !10, a, gts and ä.

We divide the region beneath the body [-¿ - Ut,l - Uú] into N subintervals

and discrelize t as follows:

tn*L : tn + Lt, t? : 0,7r2r. . .
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where At is a small, constant step in time. We seiect suitable initial values for the

parameters a, Ilo, à, U, and q, and for these initial values,, compute A, B6 and

B¡o aL each ø¿ beneath the body; that is, at

. .21ri:-l+ir-Ut, i:0,...,N. (2.59)

\Mith these terms now lçnown, the entries in the matrix C ar..d the vector h can

be evaluated using, where necessary, the trapezoidal rule for integration.

Our task is to solve the matrix equation (2.53) for Q, gi6 and ä and this

can be done quite easiiy using the packaged (IMSL) routine "LEQT2F". \Mhen we

have found these unknowns, we apply the Euler-Cauchy method to our problem

to solve for our initial parameters at the next time step in the foliowing way:

,ito,,+t : ùon * Lt üo", (2.60)

ãn*t : än + Lt än, (2.61)

gn*r : gn * Lt 8n, Q.62)

lJo,,+t : lton * Lt '{lo,,,, (2.63)

and

otn'*7 : a, I A't an, Q'64)

where the subscript n refers to the time level. At each step in time, we must

check to see if the body has landcd; that is, if it has touched the ground. If

Uo(t) + a(t)/ < 0, then thr: leacling eclge has hit the grouncl and if U|(t) - a(t)/ < 0,
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then the trailing edge has touched the ground. In this l¡/ay, lve can determine the

length of time in fi.ight, the rate of descent, the flux at the trailing edge and the

way in which the angle of attack affects the flight of the body.

\Me present some results for this problem in figures 2.77 and 2.72. The

variables in these figures have been non-dimensionalized. The scale factors are

those described by Tucli (1980); namely, time was scaled. with ? : u/ffi, the

time taken to fall a distance å in a vacuum, !/s was scaled lvith h, r with /, [/ with

llT and rr¿ with plt lh.

In figure 2.11, rve consider a plate starting from rest at (scaled) height

Uo : 1.0 with a positive angle of attack a : 0.1. trVe plot the length of (scaled)

time in flight versus the scaled mass of the plate for various values of the scaled

horizontal velocity U. If is clear that as the horizontal velocity [/ increases, the

length of time in flight decreases. This result is not surprising since a plate's

rate of rotation increases rvith the velocity of that plate. A more striking feature

illustrated in figure 2.11, is that it is possible for tl:e plate to fly forever, For almost

all values of the scaled mass, the plate lands trailing edge dorvn. Horvever, if the

scaled mass is sufficiently small, the plate continues to rises at constant angle of

attack.

In figure 2.72, we determine horv the length of time in flight changes with

the initial angle of attack. The plate, lvhich is of scaled mass rn : 1.0, starts

from rest ai height Uo : 1.0 ancl lve consicler trvo different values of the horizontal

velocity namely [/ : 5.0 and t/ : 10.0. Once again, the time in flight decreases
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Figure 2.11 Plots of the scaled time taken for a plate to fall to the ground versus

tire scaled mass of the plate for various scaled horizontal speeds. In each case, the

iuitial scaled lieight !/6 was one and the initial value of o was 0.1.
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as the horizontal velocity increases. We also note that as the magnitude of a

increases, the length of time in flight decreases. The main feature illustrated in

figure 2.72 is that there is a narrow range of values for a for which the flight time is

significantly increased. In both examples, this occurs at very small negative angles

of attack when the plate is flying almost parallel to the ground. For values of a

below this critical range, the plate lands leading edge first and for values above

this range, the plate lands trailing edge first.

In conclusion, it would appear from our results that, in general, a plate

moving close to the ground rvith positive angle of attack wili land trailing edge

down. And conversely, a plate rvith negative angle of attack, will land leading

edge down. Horvever, as previously mentioned, there are two cases when this may

not be true. The first of these is when the plate is initially almost parallel to the

ground and the second is when the plate has a small scaled mass.
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CHAPTER 3

DERIVATION OF THE T\MO DIMENSIONAL

cAP FLO'W EQUATTONS

In this chapter, we examine the.three dimensional, steady, irrotational flow

of air past a thin body of general planform situated close to a plane surface. 'We

assume that the air is inviscid and incompressible, and that the flow geometr¡ as

illustrated in f.gures 3.1 and 3.2, is such that the non-uniform clearance of the

body from the ground is smali, O(.), compared to its length. Our aim is to model

some aspects of the aerodynamics of a body moving in such extreme ground effect.

\Me shall choose a frame of reference in which the body is fixed, relative to

the ground, in a stream of air moving with velocify U. The upper surface of the

body is given by z: f+(r,y) and the lower surface by z: f-@,g).

3.1 The Governing Equations

our task is to determine the velocity potential Ó : Ó(*,y, z), which satisfies

Laplace's equation; that is,

a'ó.a'ö.a"ó
uþ+ *+#:o (3.1)

(almost) everywhere in the flow region, subject to the following boundary condi-

tions:

þ -> Ur at @, (3.2)

that is, once the flow has past the body, it returns to a uniform stream;

aó
0z

0 on z:0,

3B

(3.3)
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that is, the ground is ilnpermeable;

and

aó aö af+ , aö ar+
I--

0z- 0x 0x ' Aa 0y

Aó Aó Af- . A,i,Af-
0z 0x 0x 0y 0y

on ": l*,

on ":r

(3.aa)

(3.4ô)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

,

that is, the body is also impermeable.

Intuitively, the net disturbance to the uniform stream is small almost every-

where, since the body is thin and the clearance is O(e); thus, almost everywhere

ö : tJx + O(e). (3.5)

It remains now to solve the flolv problem in the region where this is not true; that

is, in the gap.

In the limit as e -+ 0 and setting in that limit /(ø, ù : f- @,y) : f+(r,A),

Tuck (1983) derived the partial differential equation which governs the two dimen-

sional flow under the body

*(,#). ,e,(,H) :0,

subject to the leading edge boundary condition

a¡rd the trailing edge boundary condition

ö:Ux

l#l'. [#]"-u"
4T



although no derivation was given of equations (3'7) or (3.8).

Before using these results to solve the gap-region flow problem, we shall

formally prove that the boundary conditions used by Tuck a¡e correct. To do this,

we must match the gap fl.ow to the exterior flolv. As e --+ 0, this can be done by

dividing the flow region into appropriate sub-regions: the exterior region, the gap

region, the wake region and the edge region. This last region must be considered

i1 two sections - the leading edge and the trailing edge. Physically, the leading

edge is the section where fluid passes from outside the perimeter of the body,

denoted by f, to inside the perirneter of the body and ihis occurs wherever the

normal component of the mean horizontal plane velocity is negative. The opposite

is true for the trailing edge. The points ? at the junctions of the two types of edge

regions are known as transition poirrts and satisfy the conditions for both regions.

Therefore, to match the gap flow to the exterior flow, we shall divide the flow

region into the following sub-regions (as illustrated in figures 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3):

(a) the exterior region E: ø : O(L), U : O(L), z : O(L)

(b) the gap region G: n: O(L), a : O(L),, ": O(e)

(c) the walte W: r : O(L), U : O(L),, : O(e)

(d) the leading edge L: r - X;(I): O(e), y -Yt(l): O(r), ": O(e)

(e) the trailirrg edge T: r - X1,(I) : O(u), U - Y¡,(l) : O(e), " 
: O(e)

The appropriate eclua.tions are obta,ined by the method of matched asymp-
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totic expansions (Van Dyke (1964)). In each region, ïve represent the velocity

potential by an asymptotic expansion; that it, d - öo * h * Óz *.. . where the

subscript indicates an ordering with respect to powers of e. A superscript, for

example E for exterior, will be used to identify the region concerned. We now

consider each region in turn.

3.2 The Exterior Region

The series form for the potential { is given by

óu:óf+ó?+óY+... (3.e)

The full Laplace equation (3.1) holds for ail terms in the exterior expansion as

does the boundary condition at infrnity (3.2). The boundary condition on the

body yields, after equating powers in e

aóP
(3.10a)0,

0z

and

aóF ar
ov os

(3.10ó)

The leacling order potential /fl has the unique solution ó{ : [/r unless there is

a contribution from singularities (sources and sinhs), which model the edge I of

the body and the disturbance to the uniform strearn by the body. This will only

occur if the sources and sinhs are of O(1) strength as e -r 0. However, any such

flux squeezes through a gap of O(e) and must then have edge and gap velocities

of O(e-1). These velocities would tencl to infinity as € approached zero and this is
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physically unacceptable. Hence, the singularities are at most O(e) and only affect

/fl. Thus,

ó' : ua * ö?, (3.11)

and

(3.12)

3.3 The Gap Region

The velocity potential / in this region is

ö":ög+ö?+óî+.. (3.13)

In the gap region, the vertical coordinate z must be stretched relative to the plane

coordinates r and y; that ís, z = O(e) and t : O(u-t). We substitute the

asymptotic expansions for /G into Laplace's equation (3.1) and equate like powers

of e' giving 
0Æ : o, (3.1aø)
0zz

a, ó?
0 (3.14ö)

fio? r.,e, o+) : u ftr{*,a)

022

(3.1ac)

Since # : O orL z :0, the solutions to the first two equations are simply functions

of r and y. Therefore,

óî : óF@,v), (3.tso)

ó? : óf @,ù,

a'óg
022

a'óî _a'óf
0n2 0ll' '
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and the third equation has the solution

A2
óf (*,ø + ffiof @,y)óf : óf (*,a,0) -if ( )012

Similarly, the boundary condition (3.4) yields

aóg
0z -0,

(3.15c)

(3.16ø)

(3.16ô)

(3.16c)

and

aöç aóg ar
0z 0x 0t

The first two of these conditions are clearly satisfied and the third is satisfied if,

and only if, equation (3.6), derived less formally by Tuck, holds.

3.4 The'Wake Region

The series form for the potential / in the wake is

ó* : óY + óY + óY +... (3.17)

There is no formal difference between the wake region and the gap region except

for the fact that the boundary surface z: fw(*,y) is unknown. This is because

the wake trailing from a thin body will itself be thin. Thus Laplace's equation

(3.1) holds everywhere except within a wake of vanishing thickness which becornes

a vortex sheet. This vortex sheet must be such that there is no pressure jump

across it. The walie condition of.zero pressure jnmp must also hold at the trailing

eclge - this condition being the l(utta condition.
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Thus the same solutions apply to the wa^ke as for the gap:

óY : óY@,ù,, (3.18a)

óY : óY@,a) (3.18ô)

óY : óY@,y,0) _ir (#óY@,ù +

Ò : t (lftrv r', u)] 
' * 

lftoY(", o)] 
') * o,.,

A2

wóY @,a) (3.18c)

subject to

*(,*H).&Q-H) :o (3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

(3.23)

If we consider Bernoulli's equation

then the condition on the wake

p(*,y,lw + 0) : p(r, u, f* - o)

implies that

1

2

o1

î. 
"( 

t*l' . lxl' . l#l') : 
ol * ï,',

o(+u2

lftørø,ø] + öY þ,a) _ U,;
o

a 2

0y

that is, we substitute the exterior region expansion into the left hand side of

equation (3.21) and the wake region expansion into the right hand side, assuming

pressure to be continuous.
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3.5 The Leading Edge Region

In this region, we define a stretched coordinate system (r,q,e) as follows:

t : XL(t) - +"sind¡ * hsrt cosL¡, $.2aa)

T

A :Yt(l) + þrcosd¿ -l ho1sind¡, (3.24b)

z: hoe , @.2ac)

where hs : f (X7(l),Y7(I),0) : O(e) and 0¡ is the angle between the local normal

at (X¿(/),Yt(l),0) and the r-axis. (See figure 3.3). The full Laplace equation

(3.1) must now be written in terms of these new variables and becomes

-ro'Ó , a"ó , a"Ó,"fi+ art,+â(;:o- (3.25)

For the fl.ow in the leading edge region, we substitute the velocity potential in its

series form

ó' :6! + ö! + ó, +... (3.26)

into Laplace's equation (3.25) and, after equating like powers of e, this yields

azól -a"ólA'1' - Ae'

0röl _aró!
A't" - Aç

.rot ó! - a'ót -e ù2-r grzr

Tlre boundary equation (3.3) orr z :0 gives

-0.

0.

a, ó,
ae, -0.

(3.27a)

(3.27b)

(3.27c)

rn :0r7r2r. , .
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Figure 3.3 Planview of the stretched coordinate system used to define the leading
edge region.

rl

x

T

(xL(t),YL(L),0)
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on the surface described by C : 0

The boundary conclition on the leacling edge of the bod¡ " 
: Í+(r,Y),

can be determined by means of a Taylor series expansion about å0. That is, as

(*,y,, r) --+ (X{l),f¿(¿),0),

" 
: f (r,u) - ho * (r - x"(D)!a,f (xt (I),Yt (I))

+ (v - Yr(D&f(x¿(/), Yr.(t)),

or, in terms of the stretched coordinates,

(: 1+ (r"o, t,-isindr) fif frrf,),Y¿(t))

+ (r.i,' er +:"o. dr) 
ftrfr"(¡), 

Y¿(/)).

ry:"o"e,!-Woç ot oq

Hence, the limiting thin body is the semi-infrnite flat plate ( - 1 + O(e) and the

limiting boundary conditions for that plate are found from equation (3.4) to be

(3.31ø)

and

aö!
ae

0

(3.2e)

(3.30)

(3.31ó)" ar aó!
+ SllL A¡-;- -;-.

ctu oq

The leading edge solution must norv be matched to the exterior solution

(3.11). /fl represents a distribution of sources of varying O(e) strength rn.(l) over

I and is thus

ó?: f *øCtr¡lt,z:X¡(I),YL(l),0)dt. (3.32)

The Green's function G(*,A,z,Xt (l),YL(l),0), since it is a unit source potential,

must have the property that * (", U, z) - (X¿(¿), )¿¿(l),0),

* - -*[(r - x¿(/))' + (y -yt(I))' + r"]-å a Gr, (s.33)
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where Gr is bounded. Substitution of equation (3.33) into equation (3.11) gives

(3.36)

ó' :ur * fr*rrl-* l@ - x¡(t))'+ çy -yr.(t))" + "'f-i + c,f at. (3.84)

In order to match with the leading edge flow, we need the edge behaviour of ÓE;

that is, its limit as (r, y,z) rnoves close to I- This limit was obtained by Tuck

(1975). The flow is considered to be in a plane normal to I at a fixed value of

the arc-length coordinate l. If r is a plane polar coordinate centred on I in that

plane, the limiting flow is

ó' -uxL(t).*losr* s(t)+o(r2rosr), (3.35)

where

g(t) : - * L^r2 | R(¿) - R(/.) r fi fffi] r,"

+

,2:n2*e2, (3.37)

and

R(¿) : XL(t)i +YL(t): (3.38)

The flow near such an edge will be two dimensional in the plane normal

to I as rates of change parallel to f must be small compared to rates of change

normal to f. Therefore, the leacling eclge flow is a two dimensional flow around a
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semi-infinite flat plate. I1 Z : ? + i( (where i : J-L), then this two-dimensional

flow can be solved using the following conformal mapping (I(ober (1952))

-rhsZ-ullogu*1, (3.39)

which maps the flow region into the lower-half tr.' plane. (see figure 3.4)

The relationship between the polar coordinate r and the complex va¡iable

Z is such that

logr: fr.e{logZ}, (3.40)

and equation (3.35) becomes

óu - uxL(t) *#*"{Iosz} + s(t). (3.41)

In the ur plane, the solution is a sink at ut : 0 and therefore, on matching

the leading edge potential to the exterior potential,

sL - TQ t"* w * c, (3.42)V 
2r ^vöw I vt

which matches equation (3.35) as u --+ oo if

*(t)
2tr

(3.43)lJ 
--

tog(zrlz¡) +UXL(I) + s(¿)

Thus the edge limit (equation (3.35)) of the outer solution becomes the outer

boundary condition for the edge solution at ?' : oo'

The leading cdgc potential must now be matched to the gap solution (that

is, as tr.' --r 0) and in this limit, we find that

öt--
hom( - '#log (øeås) + u x L(t) + e(¿). (s.44)

2
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Figure 3.4 Fiow in the leading edge region and its conformal mapping into the

lower-half ur plane.
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and

aóL
0n

hsm(l) (3.45ó)

since r¡ is a coordinate normal to I in the (r,y) plane. 'We note here that there

is an alternative flow pian to the one shown in frgure 3'4 and this arises when the

normal component of velocity near the leading edge is positive; that is,

n, (ucosá¡ - ry) t. (3'a5c)

This situation, illustratecl in figure 3.5, has the notable feature that the stagnation

point is located not on the body, but on the ground. However, although this is

mathematically feasible, it is physically unlikely to occur and so, with the exception

of the inverse solutions in chapter 6, we wili not consider this situation as a viable

alternative

we conclude from equation (3.a5a) that, to leading order' the boundary

conclition on the leading eclge is given by equation (3.7). Physically, this condition

ensures continuity of the velocity component tangent to the leading edge with that

of the exterior flow.

3.6 The TYailing Edge Region

In this region, we clefine a similar stretchecl coordinate system (r,4, () as

follows

Hence, the boundary conditions for the leading edge are

ó"' uxt(t)+ s(¿) - #log (relzs),

r : X,r(t) - +rsin0¿ 
f lt'6r¡ cos0¡,

2

(3.a5o)

ôJ

(3.a64)



Figure 3.5 Flow in the leading edge region when
stagnation point lies on the ground and not on the bo

Lp!.
ðn

dy.
> 0. Note that the
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(3.46ó)

z : hoe. (3.a6c)

Laplace's equation transforms as in the leading edge to the following equations

a : Yr(t) + brcos d¡ I honsing¡,

rn :0r!r2r. .

-0

@.a7a)

(3.47b)

(3.a7c)

(3.48)

(3.aec)

and

ðr2
a'óT
ae,

,
e-

a'óT
+ + -0

The boundary equation (3.3) orL z :0 yields

a'óT
ont

on the surface ( : 0.

The boundary conditions on the body are found as in the leading edge case

to be

aóT
ae

and

(3.4eó)

The trailing edge solutions rnust now be matched to both the gap solutions

arrcl the wake solutions. Howevcr, sincc these solutions are as yct unknown, this

W:cosd¡HW*si",HW
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matching must be done using Taylor series expansions and then applying the Kutta

condition.

Therefore, to match the trailing edge potential to the gap potential, we

expand as follows:

ó, -- óî (x, (r),yr(t)) + ó? (xr(t),].7-(r))

After equating like powers of e and substituting from equations (3.46), we find

that

óT - 6f @r(t),,Yr(t)), (3.514)

øT --0?67-(t),Yr(t))

* (, - xr.(t)) fiOf f*r(l),Y"(/))

+ (v - Yt (t)) ftøf frr(¿), vr(/)) * o(ez).

-+"sine¡ * iz6Q cos e,) fiOf fxr¡),vr(t))

and

(3.50)

(3.51ö).(

.( þ" 
"os 

0¿ | h¡r¡ sinl¿
e

that is, in the limit as ? ---+ -oo and ( : O(i)

Y þ{ (r,?ù -- aóg
0r

) ftrtr"v(t),Y7(I));

/aóf tu
\ a, o,*

aór
0y

0a

or¡

Matching of the velocity requires that

0x
orr

eq
G
0

0y
+

0y
0r

aö

+
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and

v óT ?,n) -",
+ -ho ,sin 9¡ * hsrl cos 0¡

e

-no rsing¡ * hsrl cosL¡
e

LLr cos0t I ho\ri"ar)

)ff#*w#)l

) *rrr"'r(t),Yr(t))

ftoY r*,Q),Y,(t));

f-nt "ine,WL€Or
, hs ^aógCoS c/¡:-eoa

+ 
"n fno "inetff* åo cos ár

0óF
0y

*(?"cosá¿ tr,ort i"á,) WH.WH)J,

(3.52ó)

(3.53ó)

in which en and er are unit vectors in the (rrqre) coordinate system

Similar results follow for the matching of the velocity potential in the trail-

ing edge to potential in the wake region:

óT - 0Y 6r(t),Yr(t)), (3.534)

and

óT -óY (xr(t),vr(t))

.(

.(

that is, in the limit as ? --+ oo and ( : O(1)

Matching the velocity with the wake flow results in

Y þ{ (r,ù -- aóY aa\
a, ar)"'
, aóY av\* au ar)

aóY ar
A. Ant
/ aóY an

\a, a,+

Õt

€,r¡

(3.5a4)



and

and

v óT?,r) -e, -þ.ir d¡
. hs "aöY+ - 

cos 7t-;-eoae

aóY
0n

+

+

( -ho ,sin d¡ * h6\ cos 0¡
e

+ 
"n in, "i,.,,,ff* äo cos o,W

\ / aöY ax , aóY ay\'ì
)\a. ar' ay ar)l

)wT.wT)lb" 
"os 

0¡ | hsq sinl¡
e

(3.54ó)

(3.56)

(3.57o)

Instead of matching with the exterior region, we must satisfy the pressure

jnmp condition

l#l' .læ1" .lY)' :u'+o(e) (3.55)

Transforming into the (r, 17, O coordinate system, this means that

Substitution of the asymptotic expansion fot þr into equation (3.56) yields

hw)" *,"1H'.lT)'):,'

h wl" *," lwl' . lwl') :,',

hWW.¿W#.WÐ:o(') (3.57b)

Alt of the boundary equations described above can be satisfied as (ø, V, z) -

(Xr(l),h'(l),0) by the solutions

óTG,ù : óf(x,r(t),y'r(t)) : óX'6r(t),Yv(t)), (s.saa)
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and

providing

and

óT?,,ù:öT + -ho ,sin d¡ f hsrl cos0¡
e

uT

+ þ" 
"os 

0t I horl sir;Lt
e )

UT¡

(3.58b)

(3.5eø)óT : ó? (xr(t),1?(r)) : öY (xr(,), v"(t)),

a
llT: ;-Or

a
óî(x"(t),vr(¿)) 0Y 6r(t),Yr(t)), (3.5eb)

0r

auT: --
oa ör 6r(t),vr(¿)) oY 6r(t), vr(¿)). (3.5ec)

a
0y

The left hand side of the pressure equation (3.57a) carr norv be written as

h (lW]" *'" 1ffi' . lw]' ) 
: 

fir'+oz 
+ u"n!)

- u2, + r2y (3'60)

. : (Jz.

Hence, the boundary condition, to leading order, on the trailing edge is given by

equation (3.8).
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CHAPTER 4

AN INTEGRAL EQUATION METHOD FOR"

EXPONENTIAL CLEARANCE

In this chapter, the full problem described by equations (3.6), (3'7) and

(3.g) is solved using a bounclary integral methocl in the special case when the

clearance between the body ancl the ground is inclependent of g and exponential

in r; that is,

f (",ù : foe-2k',

where /s is the clearance at r:0, and & is a parameter that controls the effective

angle of attack of the bodY

4.1 The Governing Equations

If the form for r@,ù described in equation (a.1) is substituted into equa-

tion (3.6), the resulting equation is

#-,rH*#:0, (4.2)

(4.1)

Substitution of

Õ(", y) : ¿-kr Ó@,Y)

into ecluation (4.2) results in the Heimholtz-type equation

(4.3)

7rQ _a'ó :
0¡2 ' }uz
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which has to be solved together with the appropriate boundary conditions derived

from equations (3.7) and (3.S). This "potential" (Þ can therefore be given a Green's

integral representation (Bigg (19S3)).

By considering a version of Green's theorem

(4.5)

together with the properties of the Green's function and equation (4.4), we find

thai Õ at any interior point (r,A) of I may be written as

@@,a): 1 lt,"',u')ficçæ',u' ;r,a) - G(*',y' ;*,ù*e(*',a))at, (4.6)

where G(*',A';x,y) is the appropriate Green's function and f, is an outward.

normal derivative with respect to (xt,y').

However, equation (4.6) does not hold on I itself, and so must be modified

using a limiting method described by Lee (1969) to enable the "velocity potential"

Õ to be determined on the boundary. Thus, at (x,y) on the boundary l,

Õ(', s) -- 2 l rl*,"', u)ficçr',y' ; *,y) - G(x',a' ; r,ù*o@',a')] at, e.T)

the integral taking its Cauchy principal value.

For the problem described by equation (4.4), the Green's function is a

multiple of the zeroth order modified Bessel function of the second kind; that is,

1

ll ro"" - Bv2A) dxdy - f,(^# - aff) ar,

G(*',Y';x,Y)
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where r' is the distance between the interior point (*' ,y') and the boundary point

(r, gr) or

,, : l(* - *'),+ (v - u')'l+

The method used to determine the Green's function for such a partial differential

equation is detailed by Chester (197i).

4.2 Discretization

We must now discretize equation (4.7) to solve for Õ along the boundary.

This is accornplished firstly by dividing the boundary I into N subintervals. Then

along each of these segments, Õ and ffi .t" considered to be constant and their

values at the midpoint of a given segment are used. Thus, the integral equation

(a.7) is approximated by

N

(4.e)

(4.i0)

Õ("0, u):Ðø(',¡,u¡) - !!xrftrt)ru
,lf UTLal¡rj=l

N
\.- d
L- 0r¿
J:L

- 
t 

I{oçkr'¡dt,
7fal¡

ÍAr¿,¡ : -+l 
^,,fi,t0ç*,'¡0,,

Q(*¡,a¡)r i:1,2,...,N,

wlrere (*n,yr) is the midpoint of the i'h segment, and A/¡ denotes the jrh segment.

This can be rewritten in matrix form as

Þ:AQ-BQn, (4.11)

in which
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lBl¿,¡ : -+ fal¡

[Õ.]¡: **,

[0']¿ : ftö{*n,u,),

I{s(kr')dI, i, j tr2r"'rN, (4.L2b)

[O]¡ : Q(*¿,y¿), i : 1,2,...,N, @.12c)

æ ui). i--7,2,...,N. (4.12d)

Assuming the coefficients of A and B are known, equation (4.11) provides

the framework for evaluating Õ and hence our velocity potential d. lVe can rewrite

equation (a.11) as

Õ,, : B-'(A - /) O, (4.13)

where -I is.the l/ x N identity matrix, and this equation together with equa-

tion (4.3) gives the relationship between the velocity potential þ ar;.d its normal

derivative ff:

þ^: DIB-tGq - /) + EID-tþ, (4.14)

in which

[0]¿ : ó(r¡,y¿), i : 1,2,...,N, (a.15ø)

and

and

i : tr2r... rN,

D : cliag( sk', ,"k',,. .. , a*"),

(4.15ô)

(a.15c)

E:crias (*,*
âøry \

-l

o")
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4.3 Evaluation of Matrix Coefficients

The coeffi.cielts of the matrices A and B can be evaluated by a combination

of numerical and analytic techniques (BiSS (1983)). The kernels of each integral

can be split into their singular and nonsingular components; the singular parts then

being integrated exactly, and the nonsingular parts being integrated numerically.

Firstly, we split the Green's function /íe(kr') into its singular and nonsin-

gular parts (Abramowitz and Stegun (196a)):

/f¡(kr') - - log r' + M(k,r'), (4'16)

M(krr') being the nonsingular cornponent. The general coefficient of ,4 is then

lA)n,¡ : -+l 
^,,1**U,r') 

-v1og"' '.'] al, i,i :1,2,...,N. (4.17)

we shall represent the segment by the following parametric form:

R(/) : x(¿)i + v(/)j, (4.18)

in which

and

x(t):

Y(t):

Xn(l) on the leading edge

Xr(I) on the trailing edge,

Yt(l) on the leading edge

Yr(l) on the trailing edge.

From the definition of r' given by equation (4.9), the singular part of equation

(4.17) may be written as

1A": --
^ t,,

*' ["; - X(/)]Y'(¿) - lu, - Y(¿)lx'(¿)
(*, - X(I))' t (yn -YQÐ'
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since n : Y' (l)i - X'(l):. Making the change of variable

where

la¿ -Y(t)lû (4.20)

(4.21)

lr¿ - x(tl'

d,ú : d,l

equation (4.i9) becomes

1 fti+t 1A":=* gr¿0" ,rJ\ l+i
f I lu,."trrt_t1L-lo

B" : 
+ l^,, !rr"rr,cu 

:-" 
{+ lr',' ^reo{'u}

(##) -arctan(#)] i+i, (4.22)

x:J,,

in which (X¡,Y¡) is the coordinate of the jtä grid-point.

The nonsingular part of equation (4.17) may be integrated by Simpson's

three point rule using packaged (IMSL) Bessel functions modified to eliminate the

singular terms.

In the same way as for matrix ,4,, the general coefficient of B becomes

lBl¿,¡ : -+ I 
^,,1*(*,r') 

- 1og r'lcIl, i,i : r,2,... ,N. (4.2J)

Once again, the nonsingular part may be integrated using Simpson's rule, but the

singular part requires different treatment using complex variables. Thus,

(4.24)

where

(x¡+, - x )-i +1 - )
LI¡ 1

e-ill -
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€r: (X¡ - *r) +i(Yj - ai) (a.26a)

and

tz : (X¡¡t - x¡)* i(Y¡-,.1 - Ai) (4.26b)

as illustrated in figure 4.1. Simplifying ec¡uation (4.24) gives

B" : *o"{ e-it le2(Io¡€z - 1) - {1(tog (, - 1)] } (4.27)

With the coefrcients of matrices A and B now knorvn, equations (4.L4),

(3.7) and (a.S) form the framervork for our numerical scheme. At this stage, we

note that it is more convenieni to consider equation (3.8) in the following form:

l#]'.lH':(r", (4.28)

whgre ff ir ttt" tangential derivative of /, and is represented by a weighted finite

difference approximation in terms of /.

We begin our numerical scheme by selecting a starting value for the velocity

potential / at the mid-point of each segment a¡ound the boundary I and calculate

ffi frotnequation (4.14). For potentially leading eclge segments, an accurate initial

estimate is given by equation (3.7). We must now determine which segments of I

are leading edge segments and which are trailing edge segments in order to apply

the boundary conditions (3.7) and (a.28) to the N segments. This may be done

by keeping track of the mean normal velocity ur, defined by

,,^:|(H.u"o.d) , (4.2s)
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(x

^xj

¡+'¡ , Y¡*1 )

(xj,Yj)

Er

(x¡,y¡)

Figure 4.1 lllustration of the coordinates used to calculate the entries in the
singular matrix .B".

aYj I
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in which the first term on the right hand side of the equation represents the

normal component of velocity under the body, and the second term is the normal

component over the body. As previously discussed, the mean normal velocity u'

is negative in the leading edge regime and positive in the trailing edge regime

Hence, at each segment on the boundary l, we compute the mean normal velocity

and note the value of f such that u,, changes sign between (ø¿, U¡) and (tu+t ,U¿+t).

The transition point 7 may therr be determined by linear interpolation in this

interval. Having found T, we can determine the appropriate boundary condition

for each segment.

An iterative scheme is now used to solve the N nonlinear boundary equa-

tions for .the velocity potential /. At each step, the value "f # is found using

equation (4.L4) and the current / values, Leeping track of un as we go. We then

substitute the new ff into the appropriate bounclary equation and thus calculate

the new value of the velocity potential /.

Therefore, by rewriting the governirrg partiai differential equation (3.6) in

the Helmholtz-type form (4.4), we can use the above integral equation method to

find the velocity potential /, around the boundary f . If we consider only planforms

symmetric about the ¿-axis, then, after some manipulation of the coefficients of

the matlices ,4. and B, we need only solve ll/2 nonlinear boundary equations

lesulting in a significant reduction in ihe time taken to compute solutions and the

storage sp?l,ce required.
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4.4 Interior Points

It may also be necessary to compute the velocity potential / at points under

the body; that is, inside l. Equation (4.6) is similar to equation @.7) and may be

discretized in the same way to give the matrix equation:

(4.30)

in which @ is the vector of the interior / values at N selected points, and the

barred matrices A and B have coefñcients rvhich contain integrals of regular, rather

than Cauchy principle value, interpretation. Therefore, once the velocity potential

is known on the boundary l, it can be found at any point inside I by matrix

muitiplication.

4.5 Conffrmation of Nurnerical Analysis

In this chapter, the theory has been presented for a thin body of arbitrary

planform and with clearance independent of y and exponential in u. Before ap-

plying this theory, it is necessary to ensure that the theory is correct and that the

numerical scheme is accurate. There are no examples of exact soiubions (to the

full problem) wiih which to compare the approximate solution obtained using the

method developed, and so we will consider tesbing the method in two stages.

Firstly, we can test the accuracy with which the rnethod produces a solution

to tlre governing partial differenti¿l.l equation (a.4) as tl.rere are lcnown theoretical
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solutions that satisfy this equation. In the special case when the planform rs a

circle, one such soluiion is

: O : å(ß") cos?, (4.31)

in which 11 is the first order modifi.ed Bessel function of the first kind. Differen-

tiating ecluation (4.31) with respect to r, rve obtain the normal derivative of this

"potential" (Þ

./ r \Qn:kcosî (fo(rr) - krlr(kr)), (4.32)

where -Io is the zeroth order moclified Bessel function of the first kind

Once the boundary of the circle has been divided into -l/ segments, exact

values of the "potential" (Þ and its norrnal derivative (Þ,, are calculated ai the

midpoints of all the segments. Approximate values of Õ," are then computed from

equation (4.13) and compared to the exact values. Any difference between these

two sets of solutions is due to the discretization of the integral equation @.7).

Figure 4.2 shorvs a graph of the relative error betrveen the exact and approxima,te

solutions plotted agaiust (100/lV)2 for N - 40,60,80, 100,120. From the graph, it

can be seen that the error produced by the methocl described is a linear function

of N-2. Therefore, the method used to discretize equation (4.7) is second order.

Secondly, we must examine horv n'ell the cornputed velocity potential /

satisfies the boundary conditions, and determine the convergence of the results as

lve increase .l/, the number of segments. As previously mentioned, there are no

exact solutions to the full problem and so rve will look at the behaviour of the
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Figure 4.2 Graph of relative error between the approximate solution and the exact
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transition point between the leacling edge ancl the trailing edge to give an indiiation

of the convergence of the method. Figure 4.3 is a graph of the c-coordinate of the

tra¡rsition point (since the problem is symmetric in g) plotted against (100/¡f)'?

for various values of N. From this graph, it can be seen that there is little change

in the transition point as \Ã¡e increase N. In fact, the relative difference between

the computed values when N : 40 and rvhen JV : 80 is less than 1 Yo for values

of k ranging from -0.5 through to 0.5.

One final check on the numerical method is to compare the results produced

to those computed by Tuck (1983) using a series form in polar coordinates for the

velocity potential /:

ó(r, o) : ¿kr cos t ir,#ffi cos g, (4.33)

where .I¡ is the jrä order modified Bessel function of the first kind. Figure 4.4 shows

a direct comparison of the transition points produced by the method described here

for various va.lues of N with the results from the method devised by Tuck. The

graph sho'ws little significant difference between the results from the two methods

and also emphasizes the convergence of the numerical scheme described here.

Thus, we have established that our numerical scheme can be used to solve

the governing partial differential equation and boundary conditions with reason-

able accuracy and ca,n nolv apply the method with confidence to various problems

in ground effect
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CHAPTER 5

TRANSITIONFoRLowASPECTRATIOELLIPSES

AND NEAR_RECTANGLES

one point of interest with the extreme ground effect problem is the location

of transition between the leading edge region and the trailing edge region'. The

linearized problem in which the gap flow is almost undisturbed by the body; that

lst

f @,a): .fo + f{t,Y¡, (5.1)

ó(",a):(Jæ+ó{a,a),, (5.2)

where .fo ( fi and û K.(Jr, wasfirst discussed by \Midnall and Barrows (1970)'

They derived an explicit solution for a semi-elliptical pianform with a uniformly

sloping bottom; that is, for a straight trailing edge r : 0, a semi-elliptical ieading

edge in r ( 0, and transition points fi.xed at the junctions of the two regions'

Tuck (1983) also investigated the linearizecl problem and showed that for convex

planforms, the transition points will occur at the widest points of the body; for

example, wing tips. This result was formaily proved by Pryde and van der Hoek

(1e84).

5.1 Low AsPect Ratio TheorY

This result is no longer true when the problem is nonlinear' Newman (1982)

solvecl the ¡onlinear, unsteacll' proìllem for planforms wiiþ low aspect ratio and
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with clearance dependent on c and t, and, in particular, considered the steady

motion of a planar delta wing with constant angle of attack. He found that for

sufficiently large angles of attack, transition occurs.forward of the wing tips and

for smaller (and negative) angles of attack, transition is confined to the abrupt

tail.

It is relatively straight-forward to derive a transition point condition for

a thin body with low aspect ratio when the clearance is dependent on both r

and y and there is no dependence on time. The fl.ow under such a thin body is

governed by the partial differential equation (3.6) in which I : f@,A). If we

assume that the velocity potential / is given by equation (5.2), then to leading

order, our partial differential equation becomes

H,*&QW) :o (bB)

\Me can rearrange this equation to obtain

a (f q4l : _91r, (5.4)âyI aa)--ox"
and after integrating twice with respect to y, we have the solution

U

If we assume that the body is symmetric in y, +"hen

D(z) :6.

Therefore, our velocity potential / is given by

I #Ð I *,u,y*)cty*rty + c(r) + D(,) I #Ð (5.b)Ót(*,Y)

I 1

I *ro,v*)rtv*dY + c(x)'

(5.6)

ö:Ur-U l@,Y)

/o

(5.7)



The associated boundary conditions for the partial differential equation (3.6) are

the leading edge condition (3.7) and the trailing edge condition (3'8)' Hence, on

the leading edge

The l(utta condition (3.8) requires that on the trailing edge

(u* w)'
or, to leading order,

c(n) :, I #t I *,o,v*)d'v*d'Y'

,u#.(w)'

(5.8)

.(#)'-(r',

-0. (5.10)

(5.e)

(5.12)

After substituting equation (5.5) into equation (5.10), we arrive at the

following trailing edge condition:

,u (-, I åfj I #,o,v*)d.v*dY

*u | ,6ry*r@,Y) I *,r",v*)clv*cIY * *tø¡) (5'11)

. (- åÐ l*,o,Y),M)' 
:o

We can nolvr/ rearrange equation (5.11) to obtain the following expression for

i;cç"¡'

*,o,:-#( åÃ l*,o,Y)dY)
*, | 

(r,u*)ctv.dY

-ul nl*tr",Y*)rtY"tIY'
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At the transition point etween the leading edge and the trailing edge,

both conditions (5.8) and (5.12) must be satisfied. By differentiating equation

(b.B) with respect to r, and comparing this to equation (5.12), we can determine

the condition for the point of transition; that is, from equation (5'8) we find that

*to, - -u I åy*,r.,n I fr,r",v*)d 
*d'Y

*, IåÐl#,o,v*)ctv*aY (5'13)

.åãfrv@) I*.,o,rto
and comparing this to equation (5.12), both conditions are s tisfied if

åÃfta@ I *,o,Y)(rY 
: - räo (l *,o,Y)dY)

2

There are two solutions to this equátion, namely

(5.14)

(5.15)

(5.16)

and

This last solution simplifi.es to

I *,o,Y)dY:o

!*u@): -tå I *,o,Y)dY

(5.17)

wlren Í : l@) and this result agrees with Newman's low aspect ratio theory

We shall now apply this low aspcct ratio theory to our proìrlern, which

has clearalce constant in y and exponential in r, and for thin l¡odies with "low"

aspect ratio, we shoulcl be able to procluce the predicted transition poinis. This
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entails both solving for some "loïv" aspect ratio planform and determining the

range of values of aspect ratios which can be considered as "low". \Me can do this

by selecting a family of planforms and gradually decreasing the aspect ratio until

the solutions converge (to the low aspect ratio solutions).

A suitable choice of planforrns is the following family of ellipses:

* + (Y /b)2 : !. (5.18)

As these bodies are syrnmetric in U¡ we rvill restrict our attention to the transition

point in the positive y domain. The lorv aspect ratio theory predicts that if

o < /(") ( y(") ( 1, (5.1e)

then transition occurs when equation (5.17) is satisfied. For our problem, y is

determined from equation (5.18) and /(r) is defined by equation (a.1). Solving

equation (5.i7) for the chosen family of planforms, we find the relationship between

ft (the parameter controlling the angle of attack) and the r-coordinate of the

transition point is given by

k:_,,*:r. (5.20)
L-&

By considering the ellipses produced using ó : 1.0, 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2 (illustrated

in figure 5.1), we can determine, for a range of values of fr, the z-coordinate of

the transition point. Figure 5.2 shows the results for these ellipses and also the

results predicted by the low aspect ratio theory. As the aspect ratio decreases, the

lesults converge to those predicted by the low aspect ratio theory and if ô is less

than 0.4, then the body has a sufÊciently low aspect ratio to be included in the

Iow aspect ratio analysis.
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ratio theory.
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5.2 TYansition for Near-rectangles

Tuck (1983) extended the nonlinear theory to include planforms with arbi-

trary aspect ratio and iliustrated it by solving the problem of the circular planform

with clearance constant in gr and exponential in r briefly described in the previous

chapter. For this example, the transition points were again located forward of the

widest points for positive angle of attack, and conversely, for negative angle of

attack, downstream from the widest points (see figure 4.4).

Thus, it appears that for the nonlinear ground effect on thin lvings of ar-

bitrary aspect ratio, the points of transition depend on both the angle of attack

and the planform of the ihin body.

From figure 4.4, ít can be seen that for the cilcle, the relationship between

the angle of attack and the tra¡rsition point is almost linear. But how would this

change as the shape becomes more rectangular? And what affect does the aspect

ratio of the thin body have on the position of the transition point? By using the

following family of planforms:

*2q + (y lb)'o : t, (5.21)

in which q and ó are positive constants, we caû determine how the locations of

the transition points depend on these factors. Once again, as these bodies are

symrnetric in y, we will restrict our attention to the transition point in the posiiive

37 region. When Q : 7 and lt : 1, the pla¡forrn described is a circle ancl as 11

increa,ses, the planform becomes more rectangular. By varying b, we can changc
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the aspect ratio of the planform to see how it a,ffects the transition between leading

edge and trailing edge

Figure 5.3 contains the frrst three planforms which were used' Each has an

aspect ratio of one and rMas generated from equation (5.21) using I : 1,1'5 and

3.0 respectiveiy' The case Q: L has already been solved and the computed vaJ'ues

for the velocity potential / can be used. as initial guesses for the velocity potential

for the subsequent values of q. Figure 5.4 shows three planforms with aspect ratio

of 0'5' Once again, the example with g: l was solved frrst and the values of the

velocity potentiai used as starting values for the other examples' In the same \¡/ay'

we would also like to test planforms with high aspect ratio and frgure 5'5 contains

three such planforms, each with an aspect ratio of two'

The calculations were repeated. for each of these planforms and the ¿-

coordinate of the transition point was recorded for values of k ranging from -0'5

to 0.5. Figures 5.6, 5.7 ancl 5.8 show, for each of the three sets of planforms, the

graph of the ø-coordinate of the tÏansition point piotted against k' In each case'

it can be see' that for the elliptic shape (q : 1)' the relationship is almost linear

and as q increases, or the pla[form becomes more rectangular, the graph becomes

increasingly nonlinear for small values of k; that is, for small values of k, the

location of the transition point rapiclly varies. In fact, as the body shape becomes

more rectangular, the profile of the graph becomes more like a step function, and

we postula,te that if the pianform were rectangular, the graph would indeed assume

a, profìlc lilie thai of a step function. This woulcl mean that for a rectangular thin
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Figure 5,4 Planforms of aspect ratio 0.5 usecl to illustrate the behaviour of the

transition point as the planform becomes more rectangular.
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body with negative angle of attack, the transition point would be located at the

rear (downstream) corner and with positive angle of attack, at the front (upstream)

corner. 'When the angle of attack is zero, it would appear that for a rectangular

planform, or one with edges parallel to the stream, we have non-unique solutions.
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CHAPTER 6

FIXED TRANSITION AND SKIHTS

In chapter five, we examined the location of the transition point between

the leading edge and the trailing edge for near-rectangular bodies. \Me postulated

that for a thin body which was rectangular in planform, the transition point would

be located at the rear (front) corner for negative (positive) angle of attack.

We shall now apply this conjecture to the problem of a rectangular thin

body moving in ground effect at a negative angle of attack and fix the transition

point at the rear corner. Although geornetrically simplistic, such a thin body

could represent a racing car or a large ground effect vehicle as described in the

introduction.

6.1 Rectangular Planforms

For this rectangular body, we solve the partial differential equation Sovern-

ing the flow in the gap below the body (3.6) subject to the leading edge condition

(3.7) at the front of the body and along the sides and the trailing edge condition

(3.8) along the rear portion of the body.

\Mhilsi solving this system of ecluations, difÊculties became apparent near

the corners. These were due to the normal derivatives at each side of the corners

having different limiting values, resulting in the non-existence of the derivatives at

tþe corners. lly using an increasingly fine grid towards the corners, the numerical
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errors caused by the discontinuities were confined to the immediate neighbourhood

of the corners, and therefore had negligible effect on the rest of the flow.

Figure 6.1 illustrates the computed values of the velocity potential / and its

normal derivative ff ploited against the a¡c-length / for a square planform with

k : -0.5 in a uniform stream [/ of magnitude one. The arc-length / starts at the

middle of the trailing edge where it takes the value zero. As it traces the outline

of the positive y half of the square in the anticlockwise direction, it increases in

value. Figure 6.2 contains the velocity potential / and its normal derivative ff

for the same planform, but with h : -0.1 and [/ : 2.0. In both examples, the

contour of the body was divicled into 104 segments and the sides were of length

two. The velocity potential / is continuous, although not differentiable, at the

corners and for the leading edge sections, is completely determined by equation

(3.7). Its normal derivative jumps in value as it goes round both the front and

ICA COINCIS

To check the physical validity of the flow, the mean normal component of

velocity u, is also shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2. We require that on l¿, the leading

edge, ut, 10 and that on 17, the trailing edge, un ) 0. As can be seen, these

requirements are satisfied. For both values of ft, it can also be noted that the

jn-p in the mean normal component of velocity un at each corner is of the same

ma,gnitude as the uniform stream U. This is to be expectecl as ihe flow of the

uniforrn stream U is parallel to tire sides of the body and perpendicular to the

fi'ont ancl rear.
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Figure 6.1 Plois of the velocity potential /, its normal derivative ön and the mean
rrormal component of velocily un against the arc-length / for a square planforrn
with fu : -0.5 and U : 1.0. The arc-length / starts at the middle of the trailing
edge where it talces the value zero. As it traces the outline of the positive y half
of the square in the anticlockwise direction, it increases in value. The square

considered was of lengtli two, and so tl.re rear- corner, where transition occurs, is
situated at l:1.0 and the front corner is situated at /:3.0.
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6.2 Rectangular Bodies with Skirts

The boundary value problem described by equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8),

can be solved exactly if there is no dependence on y; that is, if / : /(r) and

ö : ó(*). In this situation, the leading edge l¿ is the point r : -L and the

trailing edge l¿ is the point r : L (Tuck (1983)). \Me find that

dó _urØ)
dn Í(")

(6.1)

satisfies both equation (3.6) and the trailing edge boundary condition (3.8). \Me

note that the negative of equation (6.f) also satisfies these equations but we will

reject this possibiiity as it would involve inrvard rather than outward flow at the

trailing edge.

This one dimensional channel flow problem has been discussed in various pa-

pers (see Tuck (1978), (1980), (1981), (1982b), (1983), Tuck and Bentwich (1983)).

Tuck (1933) examined in detail the force generated on the thin body and found

tlrat the lift has an upper bound of lpU2 L per unit span. However, there is no

lower bound on the force, and so the downward force can be made large. It is be-

cause of tiris ability to make the negative lift large that skirts were introduced to

some racing cars. These skirts were solid sections buiit along the extreme sides of

the car, filling the gap between the side and the ground. Therefore, they stopped

air from escaping under the sides of the car, and the resulting channel-like flow

beneath the car produced greater downward forces. The direct benefit of this was

that the cals could go f:rster round corners lvith greater grip due to the downward
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forces. They have since been banned partly because of instability problems in the

situation where the car skids out of the two dimensional flow and partly due to

politicai reasons.

We shall approximate the outline of the racing car by a rectangle to de-

termine the effect skirts have on the racing cars and consequently will use only

negative values of k. The problem described by equations (3.6), (3.7) and (3.8)

can be modified to incorporate skirts by dividing the boundary I into three sec-

tions: the leading edge section, which must satisfy condition (3.7), the trailing edge

section, which must satisfy condition (3.8) and, between these, the skirt section,

which must satisfy a "no flow" condition. That is, on the skirt section lr,

0 (6.2)

Therefore, equation (3.6), together with boundary conditions (3.7), (3.8) and (6.2),

describes the fl.ow below a rectangular body, which has a front leading edge, a rezÌr

trailing edge and skirts along the sides.

\Mhen the clearance between the thin body and the ground is constant in

g and exponential in r, as describecl by equation (4.1), the differential equation

(6.1) can be written as

+ -_ 
g"2k(x-L). (6.3)

dr

This cquation c¿r,n be solved directly for the velocity potential S, and after applying

tlre leading edge condition at c : - L,, we find ihe solution to be

aö
0n

U
2k-

2kL ("2h _ e-zkL) _uLó(*)
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Figures 6.3, 6.4 and 6.5 contain comparisons of the exact solutions with

the numerical solutions for the velocity potential /, its normal clerivative ffi and

the mean normal component of velocity ?¿n respectively. In this section, the body

contour was divicled into 104 segments s'ith, as in the previous section, a finer

spacing near the corners.

In each case, there is good agreement betrn'een the two sets of results. As

with the rectangular bodies rvithout skiris, the jurnp in the mean normal compo-

nent of velocity un at the rear corller is of the same magnitude as the uniform

stream [/. Horvever, at the front corr]er, the jump is larger. The one dimensional

continuity equation demands that the velocity fl.ux be constant through the gap

and thus, for negative angle of attacli, the velocity at the leading edge must be

greater than the velocity at the trailing eclge.

lVe can also consider skirts u'hich do not go the full length of the body

Horvever, the skiri must start at the rear corner as, in the limit as the length of

the skirt tends to zero, the location of this limiting point is the transition point,

rvhich, as previously discussed, is at the rear corner for negative angle of attack ancl

exponentially varying clealance. We fincl that u'hen a skirt is placed part way along

each of the sides of the body starting at the flont corner, there is no physically

feasible solution. In practice, the gap clearance beneath a racing car does not vary

exponentiaJly. The underbody of the ca.r is clesigned in such a way that the gap

clearance decreases from the front to a rrinirnun value at some intermediate point

along its body length, and from this point, the clearance remains (almost)
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nent of velocity u?? with the computed values (- - I o1 un against the arc-length
/ (as described in caption 6.1) for a body with a square planform with skirts the
full length of the sides. In this example, the body was of length two and fr : -0.1.
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constant. In the rearward portion of constant blearance, the pressure is eq

the uniform stream pressure and, therefore, this portion has no effect on the

lift or the flow. Hence, to preserve the beneficial lorv pressurè at the point of

minimum clearance, skirts need'only be attached along the section of the body

forward of this point.

The velocity potential þ, its normal clerivative ffi anð, the mean normaJ

component of velocity un for a square planform with skirts along the rear half

of the sides and rviih fr : -0.1 are shorvn, plotted against the arc-length /, in

figure 6.6. As expected, the inclusion of the half-sl<irts has produced another

discontinuity in the normal derivatives at the junction of the skirt rvith the leading

edge.

As a measure of the effect of the skirts on the force, the pressure coefficient

Co, defined by

cp: r -W, (6.5)

has been computed at the centre of the front of the body. This is where the largest

downward forces will be experienced and therefore, by considering various lengths

of skirts, will give a good indication of the negative lift enhancement. Figure 6.7

shows the relationship betrveen the proporiion of the side which has a skirt, and

the pressure coeffi.cierú Co. It can be seen from this figure that having skirts the

full length of the bocly produces four tirres as much lift as having no skirts. In

order to generate half the lift of full skirts, the body must have skirts along nearly

70% oî. its sides. Also from this figure, it can be seen that the front 10% of the
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Figure 6.6 Plots of the velocity potential /, its normal derivative /,., and ihe
mean normal component of velocity un against the arc-length I (as described in
caption 6.1) for a square planform with k : -0.1. The body has skirts along the
rear half of its sides.
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U"dV) versus the ratio of the length of the skirts, which must start at the rear

"ortár, 
to the lelgth of the sides of the body. In this example, the body was

square in planform and of length two, and ft : -0.1. The cross represents the

exact solution for the case of full skirts.
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skirts have negligible effect on the lift; ihai is, a body with skirts along 90% of its

sides generates approximately the same lift as one with full skirts. lVhen the body

has full skirts, the flow in the gap is one dimensionai and the pressure coefÊcient

can be caiculated exactly from the exact solution for the velocity potential /. The

exact pressure coeficient for the example of the scluare planform with fr : -0.5 is

represented in figure 6.7 by a cross, and is in goocl agreement with the computed

pressure coefficient for full slçirts.

6.3 fnverse Solutions

Our aim is to design the planform for a thin body in such a rvay that this

design satisfies all the constraints for our extreme ground effect problem. lVe shall

assume that the planform has a straighi leading eclge section at a: 0, a straight

trailing edge section at ø : .L and the, as yet unltnorvn, sides of the body are

leading edge sections; that is, the trar:sition points betrveen the leading edge and

the trailing edge are fixed at the rear corners of the body. This means that the

body must be flying rvith a negative angle of attacli. We 'rvill also assume that

the body is symmetrical about the c-axis and we will determine a solution of the

form

ó@,v): F(r)cos Ày, (6.6)

for which f'(c) is to be determined.

Firstly, this solution must satisfy the partial differential equation (3.6) gov-

erning the flow beneath ihe body. lVhen rve substitute this solution (6.6) into
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equation (3.6), we find that F(o) must be a solution to the differential equation

*L,rç.¡ - rr r(") - À2F'(r1 :9.d

dæ
(6.7)

The solution to this ordinary, second-order differential equation, with constant

coefficients, is

'F(r) : "k' 
(Acosh pc f B sinh¡.rr), (6.8)

where p : À2 * k2, and A and B are constants.

On the leading edge at ø : 0, the boundary condition (3.7) must be sat-

isfied. By applying this boundary condition to (6.8), we find that the constant ,4.

must equal zero. Therefore, our solution thus far is

ó@,ù : "k'Ll
(6.e)

The pianform has a trailing edge at æ : L and the appropriate boundary

condition (3.8) requires that

(" "0" 
cos )y[k sinh ¡rø + r cosh pø])

(6.10)

+ (-4.1"È" sinh ¡trsin\u)" :u'

at x, : L. We note that the first term has a factor (cos Ày)2 and the second

term has a factor (sin)g)2, and therefore equation (6.10) can be satisfied if the

coefficients of these factors each equals U2. That is,

,

(""0'[k sinh pL + ¡, cosh ¡rz]) u2
2

(6.11)
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OI

(ax"o" sinh¡rz)' : [J'

7 / ¡*"k(L-x) siuh ¿-L\U:: arccos I 

-.--.-- 

I

^ \ srnh ¿lz /

(6.12)

These two equations provide the required solutions for the unknown constants .t

and B. From equation (6.i2), we find that

(6.13)

and, without loss of generality, we shall select the positive sign. By comparing

equations (6.11) and (6.12), we see that

fr sinh trL + ¡.r cosh pL : ;[À sinh ¡;2, (6.14)

B:T

L: Larctanh (=!;) . (6.15)

Once again, we will take the positive sign for our solution. \Me now have the final

form for the velocity potential /:

t t , (J ek(r-L) sinh pr
Qlx,a) : ) -.t"hr¿ 

cos Ày, (6.16)

in which -t is as defined in equation (6.1b).

To complete our inverse solution, we must determine the equation describ-

ing the leading edge section along the side of the body. Since this section must

satisfy the boundary condition (3.7), we can substitute equation (6.16) into (B.Z)

and learrange to give an expression f.or y, namely
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Figure 6.8 illustrates two typical planforms produced using this inverse

solution. The uniform stream [/ was of magnitude one as \¡ras the parameter À.

Two different values of k, the parameter controlling the angle of attack, were used.

The narrower, longer body was produced with lc : -0.4 and the other body was

produced with & : -0.5. The sides, which are almost linear, form acute angles at

the front corners of the body and this creates special problems when calculating the

singular matrix coefficients -4r, defined in equation @.22). For smooth contours,

care must be taken to ensure when calculating these coefficients, that the two terms

arctan ( s¡-5+' ) and arctan l,t-Yl '\ci-.^i+l/ \ r,-n, ) are on the same arctan branch' However,

when the contour has sharp corners, this requirement is no longer correct and the

lestriction must be removed at these corners. To check that the matrix 1," is being

computed correctly, r,ve consider the rou¡ sums of. A". For a straight line segment,

tlre interior angle measured at the middle of the segment is n and as the ith row

sum is ] x (the interior angle at the iúh segment), each row sum should equal one.

A comparison of the exact and numerical values of the velocity potential

þ, ror the planform illustrated in figure 6.8 wiih Æ : -0.5 are shown in figure

6.9. The body contour was divided into 102 segments. As most of the contour is

leading edge, and therefore subject to condition (3.7), the agreement between the

two sets, of results is goocl. There are cliscontinuities in the slope of the curves at

both corners but the discontinuity at the front corner is much rrrore pronouncecl, as

expected. Figure 6.10 also shows good agreement between the exact and numerical

values of tlre normal derivative of the velocity potentia"L ffi.
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Figure 6.9 Comparison of the cxact solution (-) for the velocity poLeulial t/
with ihe computed values (- - -) of. þ against the arc-length l (as clescribed in
caption 6.1) for the body illustrated in figure 6.8 with fr : -0.5 and À : 1.0.
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The exact and numerical values of the mean normal component of velocity

Lr',r- a;te graphed in figure 6.11. It can be seen that aithough the inverse solution

satisfies all the governing conditions of the ground effect problem, it is not a

physically viable solution as '..t,n ) 0 on the leading edge side, This contravenes

the physical definition of the leading edge as being the contour section where the

fluid passes from outside the perimeter of the body to inside the perimeter of the

body.

Figure 6.12 compares the exact amd numerical values of the pressure co-

efficient Co. For the rear and side portions of the body contour, the agreement

is good. However, along the front section, the difference between the two sets of

results gets larger as the Cn values get larger, due to the squaring of ,the errors

Although the inverse solutions are not physically feasible, they have been

useful as a comparison to determine how accurately the analytical-numerical

scheme models acute corners.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

7.1 Conclusion

The purpose of this thesis is to study the air fl.ow about a thin body moving

steadily in extreme ground effect. In such cases when the clearance between the

body and the ground is small, the prevailing three dimensional flow can be ap-

proximated by two dimensional flow in the gap between the body and the ground.

The partial differential equation governing this gap flow and the associated

leading edge and trailing edge boundary conditions on the body are derived using

the method of matched asymptotic expansions as described by Van Dyke (1964).

A combination of numerical and analytical techniques is used to approximate the

governing equation by a matrix equation for the case when the clearance is constant

in y and exponential in r. The velocity potential and its normal derivative are

then determined from the matrix equation using an iterative scheme.

Some theory is developed for thin bodies with low aspect ratio, and a sim-

ple equation relating k, the parameter controlling the angle of attack, to the r-

coordinate of the transition point is derived. This relationship agrees with the low

aspect ratio theory developed by Newman (1982).

Location of the transition point between the leading edge and the trailing

edge is then investigated for thin bodies with near-rectangular planforms by con-

sidering a farnily of super-ellipses. We find that as the planfolm becornes rnole
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rectangular, the transition point moves to the front (rear) for positive (negative)

angle of attack. We then postulate that if the body was rectangular, the transition

point would be located at the appropriate corner.

This conjecture is appiied to rectangula¡ thin bodies, and results a,re pre-

sented for negative angle of attack. Skirts are added to the contour and compar-

isons ar-e made betr.veen rectangular bodies with skirts and those without. It can

be readily seen that the addition of skirts to a thin body greatly increases the

downward lift. In fact, this increase in negative lift occurs even when the skirts

are not the full length of the body. If the skirts are only part of the way along the

bodY, they rnust start at the rear corner when the clearance varies exponentially

as assumed in the present numerical work. An jnverse solution to the extrerne

ground effect problem is then developed and although it is not a physically feasi-

ble solution, it serves as a comparison to determine the accuracy with which the

analytical-numerical scheme models sharp corners.

The cornputational method presented, for solving the flow around thin bod-

ies in extreme ground effect, is applicable to general planforms with smooth con-

tours and, if care is taken, can be used for planforms with sharp corners.

7.2 Suggestions for further research

There are several possibilities for extension of the work in this thesis.

Firstly, thin bodies with more geometrically complicated planforms could be ex-

arrrinecl. The planforms studied in this thesis were chosen to illustrate various
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properties, for example flow at corners, md to enable comparisons to be made

with other work in this area.

The fl.ow around thin bodies of general clearance could be solved by de-

veloping a fully numerical scheme to solve the governing equations. Calculations

involving interior points could be done using the matrix equation (4.30). These

extensions could then be used to investigate further such problems as the flow

around artifrcial heart valves, skimboards and computer read-write heads.
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